eBooklet
How to improve your CV and interview technique
using your Belbin Team Role Report
First impressions count… and the first impression a prospective employer will normally have of
you is when they read your CV. From that initial review, they will decide if you’re someone who
is worth interviewing. So, a great CV is critical if you want to create a good first impression.
A well written CV can give you an edge over other candidates and increase the chance of being
invited to interview. If you don’t make it to the interview… you probably have no chance of
getting the job.
Several factors can reduce your chances of being invited for interview, especially if your CV:
•
•
•
•
•

Doesn’t grab the attention of the employer
Is too general / not targeted at the specific role
Is more a list of tasks and responsibilities than an effective sales tool
Doesn’t highlight your achievements – it talks about what you have done, not how well
you have done it
Doesn’t let the employer see who you are as a person and all you could bring to the role

To stand the best chance of getting an interview, your CV needs to stand out from the crowd it doesn’t just have to be good, it must be great. So…
•
•
•

How can you increase the chance of your CV ending up in the “yes” pile for interview?
How can you transform your CV from a list of jobs, tasks and responsibilities, to a
document that truly sells your achievements and what you can offer?
How can you make your personality, not just your skills and knowledge, shine through?

Here’s some quick tips to help you…
•
•
•

•
•

Spend quality time putting together the best CV you can – one that really sells you
effectively as a candidate
Make sure the CV is not too generic – much better to align what you say in your CV to
what the employer is asking for
Double-check spelling and grammar – when faced with 10’s, 100’s or even 1000’s of
CV’s, employers will make tough decisions to whittle the applicants down and will often
reject any CV’s with basic mistakes
Don’t be too modest – really sell yourself / describe what you’ve done in as positive way
as you can
Focus on your achievements, skills and the behaviours you can bring to the role – not
just your previous responsibilities
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Belbin Team Roles – A quick introduction
Here is a brief description of the 9 different Belbin Team Roles;
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Let’s look at some practical examples of how you can use Belbin Team Role report to improve
your chance of success.
Jo is looking for a new job and has as completed a Belbin Team Roles Report.
As you can see from the graph below, Jo’s top two team roles are Shaper and Co-ordinator, the
lowest two are Monitor Evaluator and Specialist.
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How can a Belbin Report help me think about the type of role I’m best suited to?
Let’s jump ahead a little to page 8 of the Belbin report. This covers work style and, as you will
see below, this section highlights the top four team role pairings – Shaper, Co-ordinator,
Resource Investigator and Implementer, and looks at the style or contribution of each pairing.
This provides a summary of some of the main attributes, and what Jo can bring to a role.

Having a clear understanding and high level of self-awareness of your core capabilities can help
you focus on finding roles which match what you can offer. In Jo’s case, a role that would
provide the opportunity to manage / lead, explore and exploit new opportunities, allocate and
assign tasks and network. Perhaps a Business Development or Sales Management role would
suit?
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How can a Belbin Report help me to further improve my CV?
Using the information contained in your own Belbin report can help you to add more “colour”
and depth to your CV. It can help the prospective employer to better understand your
strengths, behavioural attributes and what you could bring to the role. It can help you stand
out from the crowd and demonstrate why you would be an excellent fit to the team and
company culture. And if you get your CV right, you will improve your chances of being called for
interview.
Let’s look at part of the feedback section on page 5 of Jo’s Belbin report. We have highlighted
some key phrases;

By using some of the phrases highlighted in the report, the CV profile can be changed from:
General Manager with 20 years’ experience within the engineering industry. Works well with
people at all levels. Used to working to tight timescales in a fast-paced work environment with a
wide range of clients and suppliers.
To a much stronger profile:
General Manager with 20 years’ experience within the engineering industry. A natural Leader
who leads from the front, with an open and consultative management style and a talent for
establishing consensus. Has a thorough understanding and grasp of key business objectives,
and is focused on maximising the resources within a team to drive and motivate them towards
achieving a high level of performance. Highly experienced in working to tight timescales in a
fast-paced work environment, maintaining a calm and unflappable approach. Adept at helping
the team to develop external links, building strong and lasting relationships with a wide range
of clients and suppliers.
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How can I make the most of my Achievements?
Achievements can demonstrate how well you have carried out a task / project or overcome
challenges or problems.
So, think about what you are most proud of having delivered at work or what you have been
praised for doing well. Remember that achievements can be personal or work-based and
achieved individually or as part of a team.
When writing achievement statements, it is helpful to use the C.A.R. formula:
•
•
•

Challenge – What was the task, problem or issue you faced?
Action – what did you do to resolve this?
Result – what was the impact or tangible benefit that was gained?

Let’s look at an example achievement statement;
“Responsible for achieving a £300k per annum sales target (The challenge). After only 3
months in the role, proactively secured the opportunity to tender for work with a large MultiNational Company. Successfully tendered for, and won, a 12-month contract for a training and
development programme for over 200 personnel. (The action) In year 1, the programme
achieved a customer satisfaction rating of 97%, and was extended by a further 2 years. Total
contract value over 3 years was £1.2m. (The result)”
So, you need to spend time reflecting on your achievements to date and ensuring they are in a
prominent position on your CV. Many people don’t write about their achievements, but rather
list their responsibilities and the tasks they have done.
Getting ready for interview
Once you know the type of role you are suited to and have developed a CV that’s perfect for
the role you are applying for, you should have a much better chance of making it to interview
stage. What’s next?
An interview gives the employer a chance to meet you face-to-face and to decide whether they
think you’ll be able to do the job and whether you are the strongest candidate. They will ask
about your strengths and weaknesses, assess your level of motivation and your potential fit
within the team / organisation. Doing well at interview is not always as easy as it may seem.
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Based on our experience, here are the top mistakes people make when they prepare (or rather
when they don’t prepare properly) for interview:
Turning up late… or in the wrong place!
Not reading the job description or advert to fully understand role
They forget what have written in their CV
They don’t do enough research on the organisation to which they are applying
They haven’t thought about the kind of questions they may be asked so haven’t
prepared properly and end up “winging it”
6. They don’t plan their interview answers in enough detail
7. They don’t prepare questions they may want to ask at the end of the interview.
8. They use the same work-related example repeatedly to illustrate all their points
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How can you prepare more effectively for an interview in general terms?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Check and confirm interview details; Who is the interview with, where and when?
Arrive in plenty of time so you don’t feel rushed
Read the Job Description / Advert thoroughly to understand the role and what the
company is looking for
Think about how you can help the interviewer to see the strengths you offer and how
you can persuade them that you’re a great match for the role
Read your CV / application form thoroughly again before the interview
Do your homework: find out everything you can about the role, the organisation and the
culture of the organisation. Read, research, talk to people…
Have a think about the type of questions you may be asked
Prepare strong answers to likely interview questions which present you in a positive light
Have a variety of well-thought through examples to illustrate your achievements, style
and skills.
Prepare questions you may want to ask at the end of the interview; questions which will
reinforce your motivation for the position and knowledge of the company.

Using Belbin to give great interview answers
The information in your own Belbin report can help you to:
•
•
•
•

Bring your interview answers to life
Prepare more thoroughly for any questions about your behavioural attributes /
personality / motivation etc.
Understand how to answer the dreaded “What are your weaknesses?” question
It can also give you an objective view of your strengths and show you how to sell these
to the employer
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Let’s look at another practical example…
Jo’s application has been successful. There is an interview next week…
Here is an excerpt from the strengths section on page 6 of Jo’s Belbin report:

Jo can use this information to improve the quality of interview preparation and effectiveness of
answers.
So, the typical answer to the interview question, “What are your strengths” might be something
like, “I’m good at working in a team, get on well with people and think I have good
communication skills.”
By using the information in the Belbin report, the answer can be transformed into something
like this;
“My core behavioural strengths lie in 3 main areas; I’m a natural team leader and work at my
best in a role where I can use my strong influencing skills to manage and motivate a team to
achieve a high level of performance and results. I thrive in a fast paced, dynamic working
environment where I can utilise my entrepreneurial skills to help grow and develop the
business. Finally, I’m very results focused and have the drive and energy to overcome obstacles
and ensure the required results are delivered.”
Sound better?
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Here is another example using the Understanding your Belbin profile section on page 6:

To the question… “What would you say you bring to a team?”, you might answer;
“I feel there are 2 main areas that I contribute to a team. First of all, I’d say I have a very
collaborative style. I have the ability to take on board the views of the team and I am highly
skilled at guiding people towards reaching a conclusion or decision. Secondly, if for any reason
the team is unable to reach a consensus, I have no problem in taking a more direct approach
and will move from a collaborative style to a more directive approach. I feel comfortable
speaking up to share my views and am happy to face any challenges head on.”
What about answering a question about my weaknesses?
Perhaps one of the most dreaded interview questions…
“What are your weaknesses?”
The good news is that if you are well prepared, you can make this question work in your
favour.
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Let’s look at the possible weaknesses section from page Jo’s report:

Let’s take the first point and work this through as an example; “risk alienating others as a result
of your drive to get things done”.
Jo’s initial answer to the weakness question is:
“I can regularly upset or alienate people at work because as I’m so focused on getting things
done that I don’t have time to consider about what other people are thinking”
That’s clearly not a great answer as it makes the weakness sound negative and may put the
employer off.
There are four steps to working up your best answer;
1. Reduce the weakness

A weakness can sound much better if you start your answer by reducing or softening the
weakness at the outset;
So instead of “I can regularly upset or alienate people…”, much better to start with “I recognise
that I can occasionally…” or “Sometimes I can upset people a little bit.”
That helps make the weakness sound less of an issue.
2. Switch from talking about the negative to the positive

By definition, talking about a weakness means you will be talking about yourself in a more
negative way. The key to a successful weakness answer is to flip from the negative to the
positive, part-way through the answer. You can do that by focusing on the opposite of the
weakness – or the cause in this case. So, if upsetting people is the weakness, if it’s caused by
the drive to get things done, then that can be positioned as a strength.
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So, start to weave that into the answer;
“I can sometimes upset people a little bit at work as I can become so involved and focused on
delivering the task that I’m working on, that I can occasionally overlook the impact on other
people.”
Again, using the word “occasionally” helps to soften this further.
3. Talk about how you recognise / manage this

It’s fair to say that everyone has some weaknesses, but not everyone recognises or manages
them. It will sound more positive if you can demonstrate your own self-awareness and show
how you are managing this effectively;
“I recognise that I can sometimes upset people a little bit at work as I can become so involved
and focused on delivering the task that I’m working on, that I can occasionally overlook the
impact on other people. I’m now much more aware when I do this and work much harder to
resolve this as soon as I realise this has happened. Also, I always apologise and make sure
people are OK if I have been pushing too hard for results.”
This starts to demonstrate awareness and how you are proactively managing this and making
an improvement.
4. End on a high

The answer is taking shape, but there is one lest step – finishing on a very positive note. End
your answer with the emphasis fully on the strength; in this example, the drive to get things
done
So, the final answer would read something like this;
“I recognise I can sometimes upset people a little bit at work as I can become so involved and
focused on delivering the task that I’m working on, that I can occasionally overlook the impact
on other people. I’m now much more aware when I do this and work much harder to resolve
this as soon as I realise this has happened. Over the last few months, I feel I have really
improved in this area and because I am now actively addressing this. I’ve significantly reduced
the number of times there has been an issue, which has allowed me to focus on driving the
results of the team in a more positive way. I also now seek regular feedback on my soft skills as
well as on my technical ability”
Much more impressive.
We hope you have found this eBooklet helpful. Good luck with your CV development and your
interview preparation! If you would like to buy your own Belbin report, visit:

www.whitecubeconsulting.com
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